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The Secrets of How To Change
True and sustainable change and positive, mature human adaptation are
not made on the basis of any “self”-conscious reaction-resistance to old,
degenerative, and immature habits.

True and positive change is not a matter of not doing something.
True and positive change is always a matter of doing something else—
something that is inherently right, free, pure and purifying, balanced and
re-balancing, truly regenerative, and (altogether) a matter of functional
equanimity.
—Avatar Adi Da Samraj

Avatar Adi Da, November 2008

Outshining Opposition

Right Principle and Right Self-Management:
The Secrets of How To Change

How I Discovered Adi Da’s Secrets of How To Change
By Eve Tonkin

An Essay from The Aletheon by Avatar Adi Da Samraj

Throughout my life I have experienced a recurring

“Open Eyes” is one of Avatar
Adi Da’s descriptions of Perfect
Enlightenment, or the non-exclusive,
non-inward state of one who is
identified unconditionally with the
Indivisible Reality that is the Prior
and Divine Condition of existence.

dream, in which I am ten years old and about to die
in the shower room of a Nazi concentration camp.
Particularly as a young child, I dreamed this night
after night, but the dreams became rarer as I grew
older. There was never any awareness that I was
dreaming. I was always simply living the dream, and
it communicated itself to me as the most basic truth
about human life. It is no exaggeration to say that this
dream shaped my personality as I grew up. I felt afraid of life, expected to
die young, and was deeply distrustful of authority. The anxiety inside felt
like “waiting for the axe to fall” and “waiting to be found out”. Throughout
my twenties I longed to have a child and fell pregnant twice. But both times
I was stricken by paralysing fear and miscarried. The feeling was “I can’t
protect a baby from this world, so I shouldn’t have one.”

Avatar Adi Da Teaches that this
Indivisible Reality is the Truth of
everyone and everything. He has
said that we could be completely
Happy in every moment, if we truly
Realised this. Instead, we chronically
feel and think– and experience–that
we are separate from apparent
others and things.

The year I turned thirty, I was living near to the retreat sanctuary where
Avatar Adi Da was residing. He was sitting with His devotees almost every
day for extended periods of meditation. In these occasions, I was often
drawn into a bright happiness beyond any sense of being a separate person,
and I understood utterly that this was Truth and Reality. In contrast, my
desire for and fear of having a child often became overwhelming when I was
not in meditation. During a sitting with Bhagavan Adi Da, I asked for His
help to change this sense of paralysis.

This feeling-sense of separation is
what Adi Da calls the “I”, the ego,
or the “self-contraction”. He Teaches
that the self-contraction is something
we are doing, not something that is
happening to us. Adi Da appeared
in human form for a time to “learn”
this limitation, and to fully Reveal the
means to transcend self-contraction
in the Prior Divine Reality that is His
Eternal State.

That night, I had the death dream again for the first time in several years.
Every night for the next two weeks I had the dream, over and over, without
ever being able to remember that it was a dream. I also had additional
dreams about life in a concentration camp, prior to the death moment,
in particular a moment of being late for a headcount and paralysed with
indecision about whether to go forward and risk being shot for lateness or
to hide and risk being shot for avoiding the count. Full of fear and sorrow, I
tried to prevent the dreams with various strategies and nothing worked.

This newsletter is produced by

devotees of Avatar Adi Da Samraj.
Avatar Adi Da established the
ego-transcending Spiritual Way of
Adidam Ruchiradam.

IN THIS ISSUE: Presented here
in its entirety, Avatar Adi Da’s
essay “Right Principle and Right
Self-Management: The Secrets of
How to Change” is an invaluable
practical instruction. It reminds us
of the fruitlessness of opposing
problems, or feeling guilt or despair
about oneself, and the effectiveness
of “full feeling ... right, new, and
regenerative” action.
It is important to understand that
when Adi Da speaks about Himself
in this essay, He is speaking to those
who recognise Him as the Divine,
the Prior Reality of everyone and
everything. He does not speak
from a position of separateness
from anyone or anything. He is not
calling people to believe in Him
as a parental “saviour” figure. To
remember and turn to Adi Da, when
He is recognised at heart, is to
participate in the Truth of existence.

One night, I cried to a friend about my fear of going to sleep and she
reminded me about Avatar Adi Da’s essay “The Secrets of How to Change”.
Immediately, I felt deeply through my whole body how focusing on my
apparent problem (of having the dreams, and a belief about life that I didn’t
want to have) was the problem. Opposing it and trying to “fix it” was based
in a belief that it existed in the first place.
That night I lay in bed and meditated on Bhagavan Adi Da, feeling and
turning to Him as the Divine Reality. I fell asleep and once again found
myself late for head count, frozen between going forward and running
back. Once again, other children ran past me, also late, and I heard a shot
ring out. But then Bhagavan Adi Da was there, communicating to me that
this was a dream and that it was time to wake up. I realised in that moment
that whether in the “concentration camp life” or the “Eve Tonkin life”, I
am always only dreaming. Both appearances were of the same conditional
nature. White brightness began to dissolve the scene as sense of self
dissolved into deep love and ecstasy. The understanding was that this Light
was living “me”.
This occurred for three nights and this understanding began to break
through during the day as well. After that I never had the dream again, and
I soon became pregnant with my daughter. When she was born, Bhagavan
Adi Da named her “Whitecalf”. In the communication of this name,
He commented that “white is to the core”. While this name has its own
significance for my daughter (and that’s another story), my Guru’s remark
also deepened my understanding of His “Secrets of How To Change”.
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is simply not
“What
used is intrinsically
obsolete —
whereas what
is opposed is
constantly kept in
front of you.

”

habit-pattern
“Every
is merely tending

to persist, because
it has not yet
been replaced by
true and positive
changes of pattern
itself.

”

True and positive change is always a matter of both right
principle (based on right understanding, and, especially, right “self”understanding) and right (and consistently applied) “self”-management.
Therefore, you must be intrinsically open and free to always feel and
participate in modes of “self”-managing life-functioning that are new and
right.
The habit-tendencies and habit-patterns of your casually accumulated
life-adaptations are not wrong.
All your habit-tendencies and habit-patterns were appropriate enough
in their own moment of first happening—and there is no need to feel
guilt or despair about them.
All seeking-efforts to change your accumulated habit-tendencies and
habit-patterns by strategically opposing them are basically and inevitably
fruitless.
All seeking-efforts are forms of the dramatization of “self”- conflict—
and, therefore, they only reinforce the habitual modes of ego-possession.
What is simply not used is intrinsically obsolete—whereas what is
opposed is constantly kept in front of you.
The creative principle of true and positive change is a combination
of always relaxed inspection (and discriminating awareness) of
existing tendencies and, on that basis, an active, persistent, full feelingorientation to right, new, and regenerative functional patterns.
If this creative principle of true and positive change is practiced
consistently and in ecstatic (or intrinsically ego-transcending) resort to
Me, the Divine Avataric Master, free growth—demonstrated as habittranscending true and positive change—is assured.
Have no regrets.
Resort to Me moment to moment, and under all circumstances.
All that has been done by anyone had its logic in its time.
Only I avail.
Whatever is your habit in this moment is not wrong—but it is simply a
beginning.
No habit is necessary, because every habit is only a temporary and
merely conditionally existing (and, thus, entirely changeable) pattern.
Every habit-pattern is merely tending to persist, because it has not yet
been replaced by true and positive changes of pattern itself.
Always Listen to Me, always resort to Me, always practice My
“Radical” Reality-Teaching of Truth, and always understand and act in
accordance with what is the right, free, and regenerative pattern of each
psycho-physical life-function of the human being.
Always Stand Intrinsically Prior to all negative judgements about what
you have done and what you tend to do.
Always intensively engage the happy ordeal of habit-transcending
new adaptation in ecstatic devotional Communion with Me, the Divine
Avataric Master.
I Am the Unbroken (Indivisible and Indestructible) Transcendental
Spiritual and Self-Evidently Divine Conscious Light That “Lives” you.
I Am the Only One—Who Is Surrounding, Pervading, and Being you,
and all, and All.
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Avatar Adi da Samraj is

more than just a Master, even
a Supreme Master—He is the
most human of beings I have
ever met. He is not a Master
of Power like so many I have
met in my own training. Adi
Da Samraj is truly a Master of
the Heart. A Great and Rare
Being of Exquisite Softness and
Extraordinary Genius.
—Jane Yang,
Chi-Gong Master.

Adi Da Samraj and his unique

body of teaching work offer a
rare and extraordinary opportunity for those courageous
students who are ready to
move beyond ego and take the
plunge into deepest communion
with the Absolute. Importantly,
the teaching is grounded in
explicit discussion of necessary
psychospiritual evolution and
guides the student to self-responsibility and self-awareness.
—Elizabeth Targ, M.D., University
of California, San Francisco, School
of Medicine; Former director,
Complementary Medicine
Research Institute, California
Pacific Medical Center.

Adi Da Samraj, 1978
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In His written word, Avatar
Adi Da uses a unique style of
capitalisation, in which words
describing the Divine Self or
Spiritual realities are capitalised.

